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Family hartire is seen as hnuing Ano
dimerninns: the job and the work" At the
leuel of the job the doctnr is assured of
an irrcome; at the leuel of work his iryut
nnd his reward coffrc indirectly and
inuolue a great deal mare.
The chnnges in Ameriran medirinn are
discwsed, corniderirry the costs iruohted,
the role of hnspW the excess of
physirinns, the influenne of competitinn
and corporate capitnlism in mediral
care Fitnlly it is argued thnr medfuine
should, cortinue tn be a moral discrplinp;
else it becomes the exercise of raw
pou)en ultimately inhuman. and demnnfu.

Kqtnote address deLitered ot the 4th G.P Congress Durban 18-22 Jtme
1984.
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The work of the family physician

A job is whnt you force yowself
tn pary afiefiion ta for fiu)rue)L
With woft. you dndt lwile tn
farce yowtelf,, Worh is paying
attentinn to wlwt mntterc mnst

Right at the beginning, I wish to establish a distinction between
the job and the work

The parameters of our job are well lmown We are pre
dominantly an ambulatory specialty though American FPs
spend about 25% of their work week in hospital setbings.
Americans make more thanYz billion office visits to doctors
annually and visits to general and family physicians accor.rntfor
onethird of this total Our practices are broad in that we see
33-40% of the patients in every age category from childhood to
old age. We are the largest single source of care for the elderly.
More than half of us pmctice obstehics and we share with
general intemists and general surgeons the broadest spectrum
of diagnostic entities.

This is our job, one that is not urrfamiliar to you, but it is not
about this that I wish to speak Important as it is, there is
something more important and that is our work What is the
difference?

rye gfr of m4tstery eonws
hd,irccfly (Ls a fwctinn of
plnddfuW; inglnrinu"s Inbour.

"Only a handful of people have ever seen the snow leopard in
its nahrral habitat It hides so well that one might be
staring at it fiom within a few yards and yet not see it
Curiously, the ones who have seen the beast are those who
have not directly gone looking for it, but instead have most
carefirlly engaged in simply studying the blue sheep. Since
the leopard principally feeds on these sheep, it can best be
seen by those who pairstakinglv devote their atbention to
that animal s movements. The gift of mystery then comes
indirectly as a fi:nction of plodding inglorious labour. The
vision is distinct firrm the job, it happens of its own accord
But it comes in the very process of atbending to the job,
with all its aching drudgery."

What are the "snow leopards" of family pmctice? What is it
that we have the opporhmif to discover or experience in the
course of our daily job?

There is the tmst of a child who discovers with suprised relief
that an encounter with a doctor need not be painful or
threatening. There is the relief of a mother in labour who feels
that the doctor will see her throug[ no matber what happens.
There is the gratitude of the elderly person who finds that life
can become more comfortable and that death can sometimes
be pos@oned There is the joy of understanding that
emerges when a psychologically dishessed person gairs
insight into his problem behaviour. There is a new meaning
to professional friendship in a person who gains conbol
over a debilitating habit of dmgs and,/or alcohol

A harnformation occrlrs in the life of a physician from "life
savef' or " disease fightef' to healer and carer. We all lmow the
magical moments and more, but the problem is that we have
not been able to talk aboutthem effectively within the broader
pncfession of medicine.

Impoftnnt as the job is thnrc is
sompth@ nu)ne bnpoftNat and
thflt is oir worh.

In elucidating this difference, I am drawing on an article that
caught my attention recently in a non-medical joumal and
authored by a norr'physiciarl a teacher in a seminary.

This authorreferred to a book thatmay be familiar ta yoq "The
Snaw Leopctrd" by Peter Matthiessen and George Schallent.
Their job was studying the habits of Himalayan blue sheep,
but in the course of that study, one of them saw one of the
rarest and most beautiful of the great cats, the snow leopard
Sb-rdving and following the blue sheep became a couer for a
more elusive reality. The job legitimized a deeper and more
meaningful activity. The author wrote:
"A job is whatyou force yourself to pay attention to for money.
With work you don t have to force yourself. Work is payng
attention to what matbers mosL A job can be only tangential to
that . . . There is always a dialectical tension between the
dull ordinariness of one's job and the vivid encounters
sought in one's work . . "
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We all h,rww the masinal
nwments but ue ha,ue nnt been
eblp tn tnlh about them effecti-
uely within tlw brcader p;v
fession of medinhe.
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The work of the family physician

We arc the only ones wlw can
cheapen our worh by failhg a
see if s deeper dimen"sia ns or by
withlwld,ing our maru,I eommit-
m,ent tn our tnsl?.

Is Genera-l Practice hard or soft? Is Familv Practice -

- difficult or eas)a
- hard or soff
- trivial or significanN
- superficial or deep;
- minor or major?

The answer in each case is "Both" and is contingent upon who
asks and who answers. The time is long past when we can allow
others to pose the question in a way that prejudges the an:swer.

It is we who must query ourselves and decide how we wish the
question to be answered What do we understand our work to
be? How do we think we are performing it?

In the final analysis, we are the only ones who can cheapen and
trivialize our work by failing to see its deeper dimensions
or by withholding our moral commihnent to our task If we
are careless, indolent and preoccupied with self-interesl we
cannot then be surprised when others judge us adversely.
Even then the work would not be diminishe{ rather it would
remain undone or left to others.

REACTIONS TO TTM TIMES
What impresses me most about conversations with colleagues
nowadays is the eamest conviction we all seem to share that
we are Living in a time of unprecedented change in the medical
pnrfession and the conditions of medical practice. Some view
the changes with regret and a certain sadness at the passing of
an era that, while far from tranquil presented calculable
problems that they have dealt with more or less on even terms.
These face the fuh-ue with a guarded optimisrrl founded on
their past successes but tempered by their declining energr in
the face of greater uncertain[z. Others are a-larmed at what
they believe to be signs of the Apocalyse and plan to retire as
soon as they can A few see the changes as opporhrnities to be
grasped and are busily engaged in discoveringthe besthandles
to assure their future securif.

Most of the people I talk witb however, seem mainly
bewildered about what is happening and what is about to
happen They read and listen to the media they go to meetings
and hear both the sirens and the doom-sayers, but they don t
quite believe either. They woID/ some and they hope some as
they hy to make sense out ofwhat they see and hear. They are
neither panicked nor in despair, but they do not overestimate
the fuhte. Thev are baftled morc than defeated

WIIA'TS NEW?
Several years ago a dermatologist of my acquaintance used to
glve an annual CME lechrre titled, "Whads New and What's
Ttue About What's New in Dermatolory? I will borrow this
theme for what follows.

My perceptions may not be the same as yours, but let me see if
I can summarize a few widely held opinions without, for the
moment , arguing them.

1. Health care costs are disproportionately and unacceptably
high and must be controlled, if not reduced; else the system
and posssibly the countrv will become banlaupt

2. Hospital use and costs must be the focal point of conhol
and if possible about l0% of the nation's hospital beds
should be elimina.bed

3. There is a grrwing excess of numbers of physicians in all
but a few specialities.

4. There is widespread extravagance, wast€, inefficiency
and lack of cost-effectiveness in health care.

Some of this can be reduced by greater emphasis on
outpatient and prcventive care, Iifes[rle change, and
increased individual responsibility for personal health

5. Federal health policy currently is to prrrmote competition in
the medical market place to pnrvide economic incentives
for cost-consciousness among both prcviders and
consumers.

6. Corporate capitalism is entering the medical care arena in
an unprecedented order of magrritude.

7. There remain important inequity and injustice in the
diskibution of health care services, notably to the poo4
the medically indigenl the unemployed and the aged
This item is not new but its continued reality is of such
importance that it needs to be kept before us.

8. The "cottage indushy'phase of individual enhepreneur-
ship in medicine is dying if not already dead

Undoubtedly each of you would have constructed such a list
ffierently but I assume that most of the items would be
included in some way.

WIIA'TS TRI.IE?
What's toue about whads new? I doubt that anyone would be
wiling to take this, or any other list as either complete or
completely hue. These items represent my perceptions of
hends and developments in a highly dynamic field of
dysequilibrium.

Some of these changes may actually be illusory or their
magnitude may be exaggerated Philip Rieff wrote:

"Novel[' is not necessarily trut]r, although in a
commercial cuiture, administered by salesme4 it
may seem so." (p. 160)

In a time of apparent rapid change the news of change has a
way of magnifying our sense of change out of pnrportion Our
media are so capable of over-h[ our sense of chaos is so
powerfirl and our fears so horri$ring that we mistake news for
realif and journalism fbr history. We are so ready to believe
the worst that merely mentioning it gives a quality of 'fait

accompli'.

In this timp of apparently
urpneeed,ented elunge eollea-
gUes "worty some and lwpe
sonte" as tIW W tfr mnhe serrse
ofi of whnt tlwy see and ltear.
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The work of the family physician

Som,e ehnnges mny aretually be
illn^sory or th,eir magnitudp mnry
be exaggeru,ted

As an example of this phenomenon I refer to an article, "The
May'tag Repairman S5'ndrome" by Harvey M. Sapolsky3 from
M.IT.

"For at least the last decade, predictions have
been frequent that our health care system
would soon collapse under the burden of rising
costs. And yet the system keeps perking right
along grinding out ever larger numbers with
which to arnaze us . . .
As a consequence we who are hained in CPR
(Comprehensive Policy Reshuchuing) have
nothing to do . . . We have not been called upon to
appiy mouth-tomouth resuscitation to the health
care system or even the Heimlich Manoeuwe at
one of its frequent banquets. And it is getting to
look as if we never shall" (p 139)

Sapolslcy analyzed hvo often repeated dramatic statements
about the costs of health care to indusbr

a. that General Motors buys more health care than steel
b. that $2 000 of the base price of a new Ford reprcsents

the costs of health benefits to the manufachrer.
His comments are that while General Motors does buy more
fiom its health insuren than ftnm U.S. Steel, it also buys
steel ftom more than 1000 suppliers so that "there is still a
lot more steel than health care" in a GM car. Further, the
$2 000 represents the annual cost of company-paid health
care services for the average auto worker and family, in line
with the 5-6% averuge proportion for health care in relation
to wage/benefits packages paid tluoughout American
indusby. "The average cost of health care in a new car is
$200 to $300, depending on the model not $2 000."
He and his associates interviewed executives from 69 major
firms employing more than 6 million workerc and providing
health benefrts to more than 12 million people, and came to the
following conclusions.
1. Firms were not apoplectic about health care costs.
2. For many firms health benefits in particular and labor costs

in general are not significant costs.
3. For firms with important labor costs there are other options

for economy besides cutting benefit costs.
Moreover only 4 of the firms interviewed were atbempting to
save costs through redesigrring health benefits intending to
increase the cost of health coverage to employees. Few of the
firms atbempted tight clairns conbol for fear that this would be
interpreted by employees as management hanassment also
ihey did not want to risk offending health care providers who
may also be customerc for the firm's pnrducts. Few firms
expected that HMO's wouid provide great savings.
Sapolsky concluded, "Based on that study, I am convinced
that high costs alone are not likely to precipitate the crisis
necessary for systems reform very soon." (p. 1a3)
I do not conclude from this reference that the costs of health
care are not an important factor in the current maelstrom of
change, rather that they may be over-rated This is one
example of illusory change.
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II{\4SIBI,E CIIANGE
In addition to illusory change there is another phenomenon
that is always present in society which I will call invisible
change. This refers to the deeper, more hidden changes, ofun
more powerfiJ than the apparent changes.
Keith D. Mardn4, in a recent article, "Setting Economic
Policy in the Real World', described seven characteristics
of today's emerging political economy "that appear to be
invisible to those now setting our course." (p 130)
L A GlDbnl Ecorwmy

It is no longer feasible to imagine that any nation can attend
only to its own intemal economy. A 'worldeconomy is
emerging that demands the recogrition of national
interdependencies. U.S. interest rates affect developing
nations and the balance of bade in ways that threaten the
solvency of some of our leading banks.

2. Increasing Concentmtinn of Corporate Power
In the U.S. 400 of the largest multinational firms account
for about half of our gross national product and 800 of our
14 million businesses conhol 70 percent of the market,
"making something of a mockery of haditional free
enterprise values such as consumer soweigrr[t and a self-
regulating economy that serves the public interesL"

3. The Qunhty and QumfiA of Econnmir Growth
Growth must be seen as occurring within the limits of the
earth's resources. Cr.urently, grow'thper se is all that seems
to matber, whether it is in the number of video arcades or
hospices. "Robert Kennedy once observed that our grnss
national product measures everything except that which
makes life worthwhile."

4. The Contentinus Socinty
American socieff today is characterized by contention
rather than commr.rnif. Instead of utilizing govemment to
develop methods of cooperation to create new wealth we
have made it into a referee in the fight to divide the wealth
that a-lready exists. "Merger mania" is one of the evidences
of "paper enhepreneurialism". "We are losing the
competitive stmggle because we cannot work together."

5. Inequnli.s
The economic and technological changes we are
experiencing threaten to exacerbate, not nanrow, the
difference between the wealthiest shata and the rest of
society. McDonald s now employs more people than U.S.
Steel, and atmuch lowerwages. "High-tech' industries will
prrrvide less than one half the manufachring jobs lost in the
last 3 years. Much of the work in'high-tech is actually low-
tech and not well compensated. Jobs can no longer be
viewed as simply by-products of a market systern Are we
incapable of producing adequate employ'rnent for our
population?

contttted ouerl.eaf
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Iwisible clwnge thmgh hful-
den, is often nwne powerful
tlwn tlw apparcnt clwnges,

6. Sktruatinn of the Fl.rblic Sector
" . . . especially in times of hansitior! only government can
provide the right things that arc necessaq/ to cope with
rapid change: educatiorl physical infiashuchues, a com-
passionate and comprehensive system of economic
security. All the privabe capital investrnent in the world will
do little good if the societal base is made of sand . . . We
continue to pusue policies based on the misguided
assumption that only the private sector invests while the
public sector does nothing but consume."

7. A Morally Defuient Wskn
"The real crisis of our times is not economic but ethical
The sad huth is that we are captives of a morally deficient
social vision Poor-mouthing has become so much a part of
our national rhetoric that we tend to forget the reality. We
remain an incredibly wealthy counhy with plentiftrl human
and nahxal resources" Somebody needs to take the lead in
lifting up the moral content of the economic decisions that
must be made in this decade and bevond

Med,inine deals in tlw nwst
pensorutl wary with lww id,et
Iogy impanE indiufufunl lfites.

It is not difficult to see how Martin's and Cox's statemenLs are
reflected in the changes that are now occurring in American
medicine. Medicine perhaps more than most pnrfessions
deals in the most personal way with how ideology impacts
individual lives. It represents a final common pathway for the
demonshation in practice of political and economic theories
and policies.

German theologians have a concept of 'Heilsgeschichte', the
history of salvation, to refer to that thread of historical
development that represents God's acts and will ff you
don't like a theological analogz perhaps an evolutionary one
will do. In the age of dinosaurs who wouid have thought
that the fuhre belonged to the small mammals scunying
anrund in the underbmsh at their feet?

In Cox s tetms nationalisrn, scientisrn, bureaucracy, profit-
maximization and secularization are the contemporary
dinosaurs; they appear unimaginably huge and permanent but
they are already pass6e. Changes are already at work in the
world that will undermine, subvert, transform or replace
them. How ironical that modem medicine should be taking
on forms that are already out-moded and that carurot solve
the problems being addressedl How can anyone believe
that indusbial capitalism will do betber in health care than
it has done in energ/, farming, newspaper publishing or
even automobiles?

THE UNCHANGED
I have dealth with appeuent change, illusory change and
invisible change. Now I want to say something about what
has not changed

The Humnn flredtcammt
While the exbemal circumstances of human life have changed a
Iot the conditions of human existence have not changed at all
Life has always been lived under the sentence of death and
pain; siclmess and suffering are the lot of everyone. We are
govemed by chance and necessif and everywhere we are
victims of evil and absurdity. We are unjus! violent and
exploitive. But we are also the only animal that laughs and
cries, the only maker of m1'ths and the only bearer of hope.

The Conditinn for Ctre and Carc
Pellegrino6 has written that the fr..urdamental characteristic of
clinical medicine is wounded humaniff seeking cure at the
hands of a physician This is not the sarne as a consumer
purchasing a commodiS'. The therapeutic relationship has
never been equaL Woundedness makes the differcnce. The
contract is not enoug[ there must be a covenant that goes
beyond what anyone has a right to demand and that carurot be
compensated with money.

'The ,eel crxsis of our times is
rnt eeorwmin bd ethinal We
ane eaptipes of a mnruIly
deficierrt srcinl aisiarf.

I take Martin's seven points to reprcsen! in both a positive and
a negative way, the terms of the larger national debate in which
the health economy debate is embedded. On one hand is the
view that the Amercian economy can prosper in splended
isolation from the rest of the world and that big business rather
than big government is the proper vehicle to bring about a
sparkling recovery. On the other, there is concem about
intemational rclations, equity, ecolory and matbers of the
human spirit I do not take these views to be the exclusive
pruperty of either major American political parli. They are
equally issues in the rest of the world-on both sides of the inrn
curtain

Hawey Cox5 sees the debate in world perspective as
behveen what he terms modem and post-modem
understandings of human culture. Modemism is the
child of the industrial revolution and the enliehtenment
and has been working itself out in all fields k hu-art
endevaour for 300 years. Its validity rests on what he
calls the 5 pillars of modemif.

1. " sovereign national states as the legally defined units of the
global political system;

2. sciencebased technolog' as the'modern' world's principal
source of its images of life and its possibilities;

3. bureaucratic rationalism as its major mode of organizing
and administering humar thought and activi!6

4. the quest for profit maximization, in both capitalist and
alledgedly socialist counhies, as its means of motivating
work and dishibuting goods and services; and

5. the secularization and hivializatiorr of religion and the
harnessing of the spiritual for patently profane purpose$
its most characteristic afitude towards the holy." (p 183)
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Cwe anrl eune alanys ocatr
within tlw context of a
eommilni$

Moreover, cure and care always occur within the context of
a community of beliel fiust grace and reconciliation It is
only within a communi[' that people can be lmown by their
names and that their actual historical existence can be
taken into account It is only a community that defends
each of us from the loss of self-hood and the despair that
accompanies such a loss.

No matter how the system is orgarrized, who pays the bill or
how it is paid there must be a relationship of intimacy between
doctor and patient else medicine becomes the exercise of raw
power, ultimately inhuman and demonic.

Medicine must continue to be a moral discipline because it has
inhinsic connections with substantive human values. There
can be no good life without cure and care.

Martin Bubef described an event in his own experience that
shows the fatefirl consequence of an impersonal encounter.

"What happened was no more than that one
forenoon I had a visit frrom an unhrown young
man, without being there in spirit I certainly did
not fail to let the meeting be friendly, I did not
keat him any more rernissly than all his
contemporaries who were in the habit of seeking
me out about this time of day as an oracle that is
ready to listen to reason I conversed openly and
attentively with him-only I omitted to guess the
questions which he did not puL Later, not long
after, I leamed fiom one of his foiends--he himself
was no longer alive-the essential content of these
questions; I leamed that he had come to me not
casually, but bome by destiny, not for a chat but
for a decision He had come to me, he had come in
this hour. What do we expect when we are in
despair and yet go to a man? Surely a presence by
means of which we are toldthatnevertheless there
is meaning." (p. 13)

What does all this have to do with Family Medicine as an
academic discipline and as a vocation of practice? I have
already wamed you thatl have no crystal ball I simply do not
heow what is going to happen I suppose that one way or
another we are all going to work in a medical supermarket and
that is not a happy prospect But my reading of the past tells
me that the supermarket will not be the final stage in the
evolution of medical care. Besides, I think that even the
supermarket may not be compietely beyond redemption

It is time to remember our own development We comprise a
discipline today because we responded to social change. Now
it appears that we were only dimly aware of the magrritude
of change ttlat was going on around us. While we were
preoccupied with gaining academic legitimacy we were being
upstaged by the development of rirgent care centers. Wtrile we
were leaming about family care and behavioral medicine the
counhy became entranced by heart hansplants and advanced
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We eornprise a discipliaw tnday
becantse we nesponded to soeinl
cha.nge

techniques of imaging. While we were worried about cost-
effectiveness our specialff colleagues were becoming
millionaires.
Does this mean that we were wrong, misguided or naive? I
don t tlrink so. Let us not be stampeded into giving up what we
Icrow to be hue about doctoring. It seems to me that our
biggest problem is not lack of money, money for training or
compensation for services. Neither is our problem the lack
of need for us and those who will come afber.

Perhaps our role in medicine and in socief is that of salt or
yeast Perhaps we can be the bearers of the public sen'ant
ffadition in medicine. Can we find better ways of serving the
undersewed--which is whatwe started out do do? Canwe keep
our commihnent to the poor, the handicapped, the n.ral the
inner city, the aged? Can we move the fiont door of the House
of Medicine closer to the people? Can we become patient
advocates within or against the system? Can we be husted with
intimacy and necessary dependency? If we can stay close to
people, avoid elitism and upper classism I believe that the
people will sustain us. Who else have they got to hrm to?

I do not believe that people's needs for care and cure can be
bought and sold, tuaded and leveraged in corporation board
rrcoms and stock exchanges.

Heaith care is now a bull market, the high tech invesknent
darling of the 1980's, promising windfall profits, like IBM in
the 60's and OPEC cartels in the 70's. The vision is
exhilarating of consortia, holding companies and networks of
hospitals, insurance companies, HMO's, IPA's PPO's, etc.,
etc. Corporation medicine is licking its chops at the prospects
of a medical bonanza based on ever more spectacular repairs
of broken and aging hurnan machines.

Part and parcel of this vision is the physician as expert human
engineer, dispassionate, instrumental and interchangeable;
commuting to the ivory palaces fiom the swimming pool
suburbs and hot-tubcounhy estates in fantastic cars to wield
the amazing equipment of repair.

It is a heady vision, a high tuip, far removed from the squalor
that breeds disease and the lonely honnr of death that sooner
or iater comes to a[ even to the experts and their corporate
masters.

On the conhary, healing is not done by battaliors, but one at
a timg and I choose to believe that there will always be a
place in medicine for the doctor who chooses to share the
brokenness and suffering of persors, who hrows that death
is not the worst enemy, that suffering can be redemptive and
tlrat healing can only occur within commurrigr. I hope that
some of you share tLnt 

"ision Refentttts on oaee 2iJ9.

Ircnically, mnd,ern ryedinine
seerns ta be tflh@ on forms
tbq,t are alreadry outrmaded




